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Mission and Alert Logic:
Comprehensive Security
Insights and Managed
Services for Every Stage
in Your Cloud Journey
Overview
In today’s economic landscape, companies need to be in the cloud to remain competitive and agile. However,
being in the cloud responsibly requires meeting rigorous security and compliance standards and adhering to
sound security practices. This is why we are excited to partner with Alert Logic and leverage their best-in-class
security platform in tandem with our own premium managed cloud services to give you the insights and
protections you need for each stage of your cloud journey.

How it Works
We’ll guide you through the Alert Logic setup so that the security platform can connect to your account with an
IAM role and produce a report identifying all outstanding security issues. Then we will work with you to identify a
path for remediation that aligns with best practices going forward. Whether you are just establishing your
foundation in the AWS cloud or are a longtime user looking for assistance with a highly specified use case,
Mission’s Security Insights program has an offering that is tailored for you.

Tier 1
Mission’s Cloud Foundation and Alert Logic Essentials
If you are new to AWS and are looking for greater visibility into your usage and cloud spend as
well as best-in-class tooling, our Tier 1 service combining Mission’s Cloud Foundation program
with Alert Logic’s Essentials may be the best fit for you. This package ensures that you establish a
solid foundation in the cloud, with a trusted advisor who will provide consultative guidance on best
practices. With Alert Logic Essentials, you will be able to deliver core cybersecurity benefits to your
business at a lower total cost than other solutions, with capabilities that include asset discovery,
vulnerability scanning, cloud configuration checks, and more.
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Tier 2
Mission Managed Cloud and/or Managed DevOps, and Alert Logic Professional
If you’re primarily focused on continuous iteration and improvement as well as routine monitoring
and maintenance, our Tier 2 package that combines our Managed Cloud and/or Managed DevOps
service with Alert Logic Professional may be your best bet. Our Managed Cloud service includes
expert account configuration, comprehensive routine maintenance, as well as continuous
consultation and reporting. Meanwhile, our Managed DevOps service focuses on helping your
organization deliver quality applications faster, with weekly planning sessions and a strategic
roadmap outlining initiatives that include the implementation of a CI/CD pipeline as well as
guidelines on leveraging containers, microservices and IaC to increase speed in code deploys.
Both our Managed Cloud and Managed DevOps services go hand-in-hand with Alert Logic
Professional. This offering, which includes Essentials, comes with 24/7 security monitoring and
threat analysis from certified security experts, designed to ensure your peace of mind as you
continue to innovate in the cloud.

Tier 3
Mission Enterprise Support and Alert Logic Enterprise
If you’re a well-established enterprise in the AWS cloud looking for a comprehensive managed
service with the most advanced security features, our Tier 3 service that combines Mission’s
Enterprise Support with Alert Logic Enterprise may be the right offering for you. Mission’s
Enterprise Support provides technical support and cost optimization and pairs well with Alert
Logic’s most advanced security tier, which includes premium cybersecurity benefits and access
to specialists at the right cost for your business.

Next Steps

About Mission

To learn more about how you can leverage
Mission’s Security Insights program in
partnership with Alert Logic, contact your
Mission Account Executive, call 855-647-7466, or
email sales@missioncloud.com

We are an AWS Partner Network (APN) Premier Consulting
Partner, with deep know-how in launching and leveraging
the power of the cloud. Our mission is to help businesses
architect, migrate, manage and optimize their cloud
environments. Mission has a Business Associate
Agreement (BAA) in place with Amazon.
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